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Internship context:

Virtual Reality allows users to be immersed in virtual environments while being able to interact with

their content (e.g. virtual objects or other users). In many applications, users are represented in the

VE by a virtual body, also called an avatar, which is animated according to their own movements in

real time. This can be done by using motion capture suits or only specific sensors (e.g., head, hands

and feet sensors) used to estimate body movements with inverse kinematics algorithms [1].

However, this assumes that users are in the capacity to move, which is not always the case. Indeed,

VR applications tend to be more and more inclusive, which implies being accessible to people that

might suffer from paraplegia or tetraplegia and therefore cannot move their own body. Furthermore,

VR applications can also provide medical solutions for limb rehabilitation of stroke patients with

limited limb control [2]. While some of these applications only provide visual feedback without

control to the participants (e.g., an animation over a virtual body walking seen from first person

point of view [3]), some applications try to involve a source of control from the participants despite

their lack of mobility. Indeed, the amount of control - even very low - over a virtual body can greatly

improve the sense of embodiment towards it [4], and have positive fallouts on the rehabilitation and

the global experience in VR. For instance, several works explored the use of EEG-based

brain-computer interface to provide control over the virtual body [5]. Yet, the use of such systems

raises a lot of technical challenges, requires training and is time consuming to install. Overall, there

exist very few studies that explore control schemes for avatars that do not involve the physical body.

The aim of this internship is therefore to explore new control capacities over an avatar in VR that

involves extremely little or no movement at all of the physical body of users. In particular, we are

willing to explore the use of eye tracking, potentially combined with other inputs (voice, or one

button) to control an avatar in VR.
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The goal of the internship will be to develop an immersive environment in Unity 3D and implement

different control methods over an avatar involving eye tracking. The internship can include a user

study on healthy participants in order to compare different control methods and how they might

impact different dimensions of the user experience: the sense of embodiment (i.e., the feeling that

the avatar is really the user’s body) towards the avatar (and in particular the sense of agency, that is

the sense of being in control of one’s avatar’s movements), the ease-of-use, the performance of the

method on a specific task, etc. If the results are conclusive, the intern will also have the possibility to

write a research paper with the help of the supervisors.

Adapted equipment will be provided (VR-compatible computer, VR HMD, trackers, etc.)

The internship is open for a duration of 6 months, with a potential opening towards a PhD depending

on funding opportunities.

Expected skills:

- Object-oriented programming (C#, or C++)

- Unity 3D

- Autonomy

- Interest in user studies and data analysis (not primordial)
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